Significant acceleration of today's complex collaborative design processes can be achieved if team members are able to apply search heuristics that consider the simultaneous effect of all design constraints. We present the Active approach to Design Process Management (ADPM), whereby designers receive constraint-based feedback that enables them to apply these search heuristics effectively. To evaluate ADPM, we developed a design process evaluation environment called TeamSim. Evaluation results suggest that ADPM can reduce costly design iterations at the expense of extra, less costly, verification tool executions.
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accelerated by focusing first on areas of the design space that have the smallest subspaces not found to be infeasible. Strongly constrained subspaces. Another heuristic is to focus first on design subspaces affected by the most constraints. EfJicient conflict resolution strategies. Design convergence may also be accelerated by (a) making use of trade-offs produced by constraint margins to fix violations and (b) executing design operations that will fix many violations at a time. While heuristics are often used by designers and CAD tools to search for design solutions, design environment work has not focused on providing the constraint-based guidance described above [4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12] . A key challenge is the complexity of the required constraint management infrastructure. A methodology called CCM [3] was introduced whereby this infrastructure is developed on the basis of constraint-based systems [ 1, 9] and CAD tools. We leverage this work by computing constraint-related information using CCM's constraint generation and propagation techniques, and then "mining" the results into data that directly supports search heuristics (e.g., the number of violations related to each design variable). This heuristic support data accounts for the simultaneous effect of all constraints and thus may significantly reduce design iterations.
ADPM has been implemented in the Minerva I11 design process manager. However, measuring ADPM's value requires also quantitatively estimating its impact on design process perfomiance and CAD resource consumption. Historically, prior design environment work has not been quantitatively evaluated'. We have addressed this issue by developing a design process simulation environment called TeamSim using Minerva 111's infrastructure. Simulation facilitates controlling the evaluation process and enables a large number of evaluations. Designers are simulated by making the user interface automatically generate design operations. TeamSim can be configured to simulate a design process using either ADPM or conventional approaches and is customizable to any given application. TeamSim results were obtained for the design of a sensing system and the design of a MEMS-based wireless receiver. Section 2 describes ADPM, Section 3 describes TeamSim and the evaluation results, and Section 4 draws conclusions.
ACTIVE DESIGN PROCESS MANAGEMENT

Background
ADPM is based on a design process modeling framework that is built on previous work [3, 8, 10] and emphasizes the role of constraints. In this framework, a design is characterized by a set of variables called properties. A designproperty, denoted by ai, is a variable that can take one or more values from a range Ei={vj, j=l, ..., N y }. Values may be numbers, strings, tuples, or complex descriptions. A property ai to which a single value has been assigned is said to be bound; otherwise, it is unbound with an implicit value of ai = Ei. The properties of a correct design must satisfy a set of constraints. A design constraint is a relation, ci, Project data tracking systems [SI capture tool run data but do not provide control to evaluate high-level process and constraint management issues. among a set of properties:
where u i = { a i . , j=1, ..., N r } denotes the arguments of ci, and Si denotes the cioss-product of all possible argument values, i.e., the design subspace restricted by ci. For example, constraint c1, given by P, + P, 5 P, , relates a receiver circuit's power consumption requirement, P M , its analog front-end power, Pf, and its digital deserializer power, P,. A constraint ci is said to be satisfied if it holds for all combinations of the current argument values; violated if it returns False for all combinations; and consistent otherwise. The status of ci, denoted by s(ci), indicates whether ci is satisfied (s(ci)=7j, violated (s(ci)=F), or otherwise (s(ci)=Unknown).
A design problem, denoted by pi, is given by (Zi, Oi, q), where Zi is the set of inputpro erties, Oi is the set of outputproperties, and q = { c , , j = 1, ...,d is a set of constraints relating a subset ofpi's properties. A solution forpi is an assignment forpi's outputs that satisfies all constraints in q. Each problem has a status indicating its level of accomplishment (e.g., "Solved"). A design operator, denoted byf;, is a function that helps solve a problem p i by (a) computing values for pi's outputs (synthesis and optimization operators), (b) verifying that a solution meets one or more constraints in q (verzjkation operators), or (c) decomposing p i into a partially-ordered subproblem set (decomposition operators). In practice, operators are typically implemented by CAD tools. An operator4 may take one or more parameters, e.g., for a synthesis tool, aparameter may determine whether area or delay is optimized. A design operation, denoted by 8 , is given by an operator4, a problem p i to which4 is applied, and4's parameter values.
A design process is a state-based system that goes through a series of design states. The design process history at stage n is given by Hn={(Qi, 8i>, i=l, ..., n-1) U sn}, where si and Bi denote the design process state and the applied operation at stage i, respectively. Each si consists of: the design object hierarchy, i.e., the set of all design objects currently under design, where each object is a set of properties that represents a part of the design; the design problem hierarchy, i.e., the set of all formulated design problems; and the networkof constraints, denoted by Ci={c. j = l , ...,e }, where hf is the total number of design constraints. $e design space at stage n is given by the cross product of all property value ranges in s,. A design transition, denoted by tn, is a pair of consecutive states (s, , s,+~). s,+~ results from applying the next-statefunction, 6, to s,: sn+1= 6(sn, en), (2) where On is the operation executed at stage n. The function 6 applies 8,'s operator to a problem in s, , and updates the state to s , +~. 6's implementation depends on how the design process is managed.
The ADPM design process model
ADPM's transition model is graphically compared with conventional approaches in Fig. 1 . For conventional approaches, the implementation of 6 features a design process manager (DPM) component. In practice, the DPM connects the user with conventional CAD tools and may range from a raw OS interface to a complete process management system such as Minerva I1 [ 113.
The implementation of 6 in ADPM adds a Design Constraint Manager (DCM) and a Notification Manager (NM). To address a problempi, a designer sends an operation request 8, to the DPM, which takes as input 8, and the previous states,. After applying 8,'s operator on p i , the following tasks are undertaken:
Update of design state. The DPM updates the problem hierarchy in s, , including pi, based on the operation result. However, unlike in conventional approaches, this DPM also generates any necessary constraints and incorporates them in C,. The resulting Cn+l, including the current values of Cn+l's properties, is then sent to the DCM for evaluation. The DCM then runs a constraint propagation algorithm to compute infeasible property values and the status of all constraints. Constraint evaluation details are delegated to constraint-based systems and CAD tools [3] . The result is sent back to the DPM, which properly updates Cn+l and the status of design problems. Constraint information is consolidated into data that explicitly supports heuristics (see Section 2.3), and the design state is properly labeled with this data. The new is included in the design history and made available to designers.
Communication of state information. The NM alerts designers of constraint-related events, including violations and reductions of a property's feasible subspace. It selects subsets of Hntl relevant to each designer and includes them in notifications. Notifications alert designers of key information that might otherwise go unnoticed, thereby encouraging them to use that information when choosing operations.
ADPM may require more computer resources than conventional approaches. While each CAD tool is executed only upon a designer's request in conventional approaches, additional tool runs are typically performed within ADPM's constraint propagation algorithm. This extra computation, though, allows ADPM to directly support constraint-based heuristic application. Key constraint-related information is automatically generated in a timely manner, and is organized to provide direct heuristic guidance. Notifications encourage designers to use the most relevant portions of this information when choosing an operation.
Constraint-based heuristic application support
ADPM directly supports constraint-based heuristics by virtue of several types of information. We describe some of these types next.
Heuristics based on feasible subspaces
For each property ai, itsfeasible subspace vF(ai) is given by the values that were not found to be infeasible by constraint evaluation. Feasible value information helps designers prune substantial design subspaces and thus quickly meet specifications. Design operations should be intended to bind problem outputs to values from their feasible subspace. Additionally, this information can help choose the order in which properties are bound. The following heuristic is supported: focus first on problems that target properties with the smallest feasible subspaces. By using this heuristic, it is expected that most violations happen early, since difficult subspaces are given priority, Similar variable ordering heuristics exist in constraint satisfaction algorithms [2, 9] .
Heuristics based on number of constraints
Another helpful heuristic based on existing constraint satisfaction heuristics [6] is to execute operations that target properties connected to many constraints. It is intended to help focus first on very "constrained" properties. In ADPM designers can apply this heuristic as they receive information about (a) constraints involved in each design problem and (b) constraints where each property appears. To help apply this heuristic, we associate a variable, denoted by pi, with each property ai. pi is the number of constraints where ai appears: pi = I { c. I ai€ a. } I . Extensions of this heuristic are possible. Specifically, di may ais0 include constraints indirectly related to ai by an intermediate constraint.
Heuristics based on constraint violations
Timely constraint violation information allows backtracking to start early. It can also be used as the basis of a heuristic for fixing violations; specifically, to modify values of properties connected to many violations. This heuristic may help resolve multiple conflicts with a single operation and thus exit the infeasible part of the design space fast. ADPM supports this heuristic by providing designers with the following information: (a) for each problem, all conflicts affecting any of its properties; and (b) for each property, all conflicts where the property is involved. To help apply this heuristic, we associate a variable, denoted by q, with each property ai. is the number of violated constraints where ai appears:
Constraint-based heuristics in Minerva I11
We have implemented constraint-based heuristic support in the Minerva I11 design process manager [3] . We describe this support with an example: the team-based design of a MEMS-based wireless receiver front-end subject to gain, power, bandwidth, and frequency precision constraints. The example focuses on the concurrent design of (a) the low-noise amplifier (LNA) and mixer and (b) a MEMS filtering device. The team includes a leader, a device engineer, and an analog circuit designer. (Although ADPM is envisioned for use by larger teams, this example is large enough to highlight the differences between ADPM and traditional approaches.) Using Minerva 111's user interface, the leader defines a top-level system design problem, and decomposes it into the analog portion and the MEMS filter. The device engineer, who is assigned to work on the filter, starts by focusing on its required center frequency. Since this frequency is determined by the device's beam length, the engineer adjusts this length to 13 pm and then completes an initial version of the filter.
Using feedback about infeasible design subspaces
Minerva I11 provides information that clarifies the impact of the device engineer's operation on the analog portion of the design. Using Minerva 111's object browser (see Fig. 2 ), the circuit designer can view property values not found to be infeasible (including design variables and performance parameters), related to his LNA and mixer. This feature helps choose operations that bind problem outputs to values from their feasible subspace. It also supports a heuristic: to focus first on properties with the smallest feasible subspaces. As Fig. 2 shows, all values for the frequency inductor property ("Freq-ind") are infeasible except for the interval (0.17, 0.5) pH. This value set is small when compared with the feasible set for the differential pair width property ("Diff-pair-w')', which encourages the circuit designer to focus on the inductor design first.
Using feedback about constrained subspaces
Before committing to a design operation, the designer considers ' Note: value set size is unit-dependent and subject to designer judgement. other constraint-related information. Using Minerva III's constraint and property browser (see Fig. 3 ), the designer views in what constraints each property appears. This information supports another heuristic: to give priority to properties that appear in many constraints. As the PROPERTIES pane shows, the differential pair width property ("Diff-pair-W') appears in 3 constraints: power consumption, input impedance, and gain. Thus p2 = 3, where p2 is the number of constraints where this property appears.
SI
LNAPower-C7 ConslSLonl The designer uses the constraint-related information shown in Fig.  2 and Fig. 3 when working on the LNA. Of the many tasks on which the designer could focus, two are suggested as important by this information. The designer first focuses on the design of the load inductor, because its feasible value set is very small. By invoking a schematic editor from Minerva 111 a value of 0.2 pH is chosen, which does not result in any detected conflict. The differential pair transistors are then sized. A size of 2.5 pm is chosen because it is the smallest potentially feasible value (see Fig. 2 ), and will reduce power consumption. Unfortunately, the chosen values lead to a violation of the global gain requirement, which concerns both the circuit designer and the device engineer. The team leader worsens the situation by tightening the input impedance requirement to 40 Q which leads to an impedance violation as well.
Using feedback for conflict resolution
The designer invokes the constraint and property browser again to try to resolve these conflicts (see Fig. 4 ). In this case, the number of violations related to each property is examined, shown in the "Connected violations" column of the PROPERTIES window pane.
This information supports another heuristic: to backtrack on a property connected to many violations. Based on this heuristic, the designer chooses to work on the differential pair width, as this property is connected to two violations, i.e., a2 = 2. Since larger transistors will improve gain and input impedance matching, the designer decides to increase the value of the differential pair width to 3.5 pm. Constraint propagation is run again and no conflicts are found. Both violations have been fixed with a single iteration.
EVALUATION RESULTS
Design process evaluation with TeamSim
TeamSim is a simulator whose architecture (see Fig. 5 
Designer model
Simulating designers requires a designer model that emulates an engineer's view of the design, as derived from the information received, and the choices made based on this information. Our model satisfies this requirement (see Fig. 6 ). A designer is viewed as a state-based system whose goal is to solve design problems. The designer has an internal view of the design, the internal state, based on the information received from the DPM and NM. The designer must select a problem to address, a set of outputs to which values are assigned, and the values themselves. The internal state includes the necessary information to make this selection, including: -Focus on properties that enable eficient conflict resolution.
If there are violations, a property is selected for which a value modification is likely to fix many violations. The number of violated constraints related to each property is examined and preference is given to properties involved in many violations. For violated monotonic constraints, we also determine what direction of value change is likely to fix most violations. If moving the value of a property ai in a given direction is likely to fix many violations, then ai is given preference.
-Complete design. If all problems are complete and no violations are known of, an empty property set is returned.
Value selection function vv). This function chooses a value for
a selected property ai based on the following heuristics2:
-Choose @om feasible subspace. If v~( q ) # e ) , a value is chosen from vF(ai). For ordered value sets, we choose the top or bottom value based on what may satisfy most constraints.
A constraint ci is monotonic in ai if moving ai's value in a given direction helps satisfy the design requirement implied by ci. While using these heuristics, the design history is consulted to avoid combinations of assignments that have previously led to violations.
-Choose from initial subspace. If vF(ai)=O, the value is chosen from the initial range Ei. For bound properties with ordered value sets, we increase or decrease the current value based on what direction is likely to fix the most violations. The size of this delta (increase or decrease) can be controlled in software by a parameter. In our simulations, delta values around 100 times smaller than the size of Ei worked well.
Collection and visualization of simulation data
Each simulation has an initialproblem scenario given by a top-level problem formulation, an initial decomposition into subproblems; a set of designers, an assignment of subproblems to designers, and initial values for top-level requirements. A script automatically initializes this scenario, and designers start requesting operations independently. A simulation terminates when the top-level problem is solved (and thus all of its subproblems are too), all problem outputs have a value, and no constraints are violated.
TeamSim is configured for the scenario's design area using the DDDL language [3, 10] . Types of properties, constraints, problems, decompositions, ordering among design problems, and constraint monotonicity can be specified. For example, the DDDL code below states that filter loss constraints are monotonic decreasing in the resonator length, but are monotonic increasing in the beam width:
constraint "Filter-loss-constraint" { arguments { select { "Insertion-loss"; "Resonator-length"; decrease to satisfy; "Beam-width"; increase to satisfy; 1 }...
1
ADPM can be compared with conventional approaches by setting a Boolean parameter. When h=F, the conventional approach is simulated. Constraint propagation is not run. Simulated designers can know of constraint violations and infeasible values only by requesting verification operations (e.g., simulations). Verification operators are executed only when their inputs are bound, typically when a subsystem is complete. Constraints relating multiple subproblems are evaluated only when all subproblems involved are solved and no intemal constraints are violated. When h=T, ADPM is simulated. Constraint propagation is run, and the simulated designers can make use of timely constraint-related information. Constraints relating multiple subproblems are propagated beginning when these constraints are generated.
Upon the execution of a design operation 0, TeamSim captures and displays the number of constraint violations found immediately after 0's execution, the number of constraint evaluations executed due to 0, the cumulative number of executed operations (including e), and the value assignments done as a result of 6. are likely to be feasible. However, as Fig. 7 (b) shows, ADPM requires more constraint evaluations (i.e., more tool runs) per executed operation in exchange for the reduced number of human designer operations. In terms of the total number of constraint evaluations, though, ADPM presents a smaller penalty. The total number of evaluations, denoted by NT, is given by NT = NE X NO, where NE denotes the average number of evaluations per design operation, and No denotes the total number of executed operations. The total penalty is smaller than the per-operation penalty, because the number of evaluations is given by the area under the two curves in Fig. 7 (b) and the number of operations is smaller using ADPM. 
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corresponds to a simulation run with the new ADPM features, we simulated two design The first is the design including constraint propagation, turned off. The dotted curve of a MEMS-based pressure sensing system, composed of a corresponds to a simulation run with all features turned on. Observe that using ADPM a smaller number of violations is found, capacitive pressure sensor and a mixed-signal interface circuit that on sensing resolution, estimated yield, and achievable pressure fewer design operations are required to complete the design). These trends can be explained by ADPM,s constraint-based heuristic range. During simulations, the entire network contains up to 26 properties and 21 constraints, most of them linear and monotonic. support. This support supplies a timely, precise view of the feasible The second case is the design of a MEMS-based wireless receiver front-end, composed of mixed-signal circuitry and a MEMS-based design space that helps quickly place the design in subspaces that violations start later, and violations stop happening earlier (and thus are designed This top-1eve1 constraints channel-selection filter that are designed concurrently. This case includes constraints on channel bandwidth, system gain, input impedance, frequency selection precision, and power consumption. During simulations, up to 35 properties and 30 constraints exist, most of which are non-linear. Thus this case can be viewed as "harder" than the sensing system case. Although relatively small, both simulated cases present multiple complex design trade-offs among the decisions of different team members and thus emulate real multidisciplinary design processes.
Design process performance was estimated by examining the number of design operations required to complete each case. Over 60 simulations were executed varying the value of the random seed. As Fig. 9 (a) shows, at least twice as many operations on average were required to complete the designs using the conventional approach compared to ADPM. Since each operation requires a direct request from a designer, this result suggests that ADPM may reduce expensive designer effort, thereby improving designer productivity. The reduction in the number of operations is more significant for the receiver problem. This result can be supported by ADPM's constraint-based guidance. The harder a design problem, the more difficult it is to make "guesses" about values that should be assigned to problem outputs, and thus the more helpful ADPM's guidance should be. Further analysis showed that the average number of spins performed using ADPM was 7% of the number of spins performed using the conventional approach. This data suggests that ADPM may significantly reduce late design iterations. Finally, we estimated design process predictability by comparing the variability or standard deviation of the number of design operations. ADPM's results were at least 3 times less variable (see Fig. 9 (a) ). Assuming that variability implies predictability, this data suggests that ADPM's guidance may result in a more predictable design process.
ADPM's computational penalty was estimated by examining the number of executed constraint evaluations, which provides an estimation of the number of times that verification tools, simulation tools, and constraint-based systems are run. Although this metric does not directly account for differences among tools, it supports an adequate comparison between the conventional approach and ADPM. As Fig. 9 (b) shows, the average number of evaluations required by ADPM in our simulations was much higher than those required by the conventional approach. This result indicates that ADPM may require a substantial extra computational effort due to its constraint propagation algorithm. While this algorithm's worstcase complexity is at least polynomial in the number of constraints and variables [3] , the conventional approach is at most linear in the number of constraints. The computational penalty is smaller for the wireless receiver problem. This result seems reasonable as the Sensing wireless Sensing wireless system receiver system receiver Gain specification (dB) Fig. 10 . Variation of design operations with specification tightness.
harder a problem, the greater the likely improvement in the number of operations provided by ADPM, and thus the smaller the total computational penalty. Finally, as Fig. 9 (b) shows, the average number of evaluations per executed operation reflects a larger penalty than the penalty given by the totaI number of evaluations. This difference is consistent with Fig. 7 (b) and in practice may require purchasing extra computational infrastructure.
To examine ADPM's robustness with respect to problem hardness, we swept the tightness of top-level requirements. Fig. 10 shows the variation in the number of executed operations with the tightness of the gain requirement in the receiver problem. This variation appears to be larger when using the conventional approach, which suggests that the new ADPM approach is more robust.
CONCLUSIONS
Current design teams suffer ever tighter staffing and time-to-market requirements. Our quantitative results suggest that ADPM's constraint-based heuristic support may improve productivity and predictability. These improvements come at the expense of a computational cost penalty. Fortunately, for more complex design problems ADPM may provide a more substantial design process acceleration for a proportionally smaller computational penalty. Future work should evaluate other types of problems and heuristics.
